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OMG, this is an amazing game. Flashback from my college days when me and my friends spent HOURS playing this. NOW IT
IS BETTER. Plays at 144HZ super smooth. Controls are spot on. I mean the graphics are dated but you will not notice it to
much. Super fun to play. Very easy to play but a challenge to master this puppy. I played with a controller, originally; BUT with
the mouse and keyboard this game really shines! Posses a definite challenge.

If you played this back in the 90's, you will LOVE this remastered edition. Super amazing experience before, so much better
now. The memories i was flooded with were worth the money alone. Thank you for making this experience better and allowing
me to relive some of my childhood!! KUDOS

Nostalgic lvl 1000. This is the smallest dumbest little doungeon-ish crawler that I have put my mitts on and it is just so pleasant.
Admittedly it's not impressive in it's depth or that good to look at, but it's a good time. I wouldn't call it hard; though the settings
will make it hurt real quick on command. The main goals are related to getting high scores and while some will love that I have
been more distracted by the unlocks. Doing random things (protecting your pet, mindcontrolling others, hunting down
merchants, being gimp in humorus ways) to get more character options is a good distraction. After getting berzerk on 1-1,
getting super stealth, the ability to gay guys to save me, and then freezing time on a boss so I can loot all the things before
stabbing him in the back... I can't really say how balanced the RNG is. What I can say is I started playing this at around 5pm and
it's now 10pm with no regrets so it must be doing something right.. this not fun. This game is very good its graphics are amazing
and is in my mind the best roller coaster tycoon yet. But this game requires creativity.. The VN had great music, so I decided to
buy this soundtrack after playing it through.
It's a wonderful life.

This product contains:
The album's booklet in Japanese, which includes also the lyrics and musical scores of the opening and ending themes, the
musical staff's comments on each track, and small bios of the musical staff.
All the music tracks in the VN with additional version, both FLAC and MP3. I'm simple man, I see boob, I auto buy.
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This pinball game has charm. I think it takes inspiration from old electro-mechanical classics, so it's not complicated in board
design and scoring. I like atmosphere here, to which different elements contribute: jazz background music, pop-art illustration
graphics, sounds of bells\/chimes. This game had somewhat rushed release, but developer continued to fix the bugs and improve
it over the time. Though some people prefer different physics in pinball (i heard opinions that it's a bit floaty for them here, and
nudging is strong). Speaking of which, i like that in Pinball Parlor you can actually do tap pass (you can't do that in many
videogame pinball afaik)! And it seems to be implemented technically correct, which should be because developer has
experience of creating hardware pinball machines as well.. Purchased during a sale and surprisingly , finally , a route than seems
to run well. No glitches so far , as good a frame rate as could be expected for any TS route. Plenty of scenarios.
This is what all add on routes should be like. Reasonably priced and enjoyable.
. Love the gameplay and graphics
Servers crash every once on a while. I like idea but it has few problems.

First. Patch ruined Twilight Struggle classical music and is replaced with crap.
Second DLC allows you use also Collector\u2019s Edition Card Art but you don't have to. I prefer classical original cards... but
even original cards are changed!!!!
I show you picture: https:\/\/s28.postimg.org\/svufko7j1\/EXAMPLEGAME.png

Third and final. Bugs. Bugs are not broken. New cards add new bugs. For example. You space card and you still get defcon 0.

Fix those 3 things and i give positive review.

. Good art with decent writing. Not all the stories are particularly scary, and sometimes the writing can leave you a little
confused as to what is actually happening, but decent for a free game.. I finished this game recently on Android. In a word it
was absoloutly "Fun". Actualy I liked it very much that I bought the PC version too. Honestly I think that this is a game that
should absoloutly be played on PC. Graphics and Animations are really adourable and cute, Puzzels are not very hard nor easy
And the Gameplay is fun.
Hugely Recomended
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